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Jenkins SPS background

• **Installation Driver**
  
  • During 2013 RTEP analysis, PJM identified an immediate need overload on the Susquehanna-Jenkins 230 kV line for some N-1-1 contingencies
  
  • The Jenkins SPS was installed to provide interim relief until the base line project (b2269) to rebuild the Susquehanna-Jenkins 230 kV line is in service (SIS-06/2018)
Jenkins SPS removal

- The SPS is currently deactivated and will be removed as a part of project to rebuild the Susquehanna-Jenkins 230 kV line (b2269)
- The Susquehanna-Jenkins 230 kV line will be out of service for construction from March, 2017 to Dec, 2017 and, therefore the SPS is not required during this period to protect the line from overload
Questions?